Equilibria in 5-S ribosomal RNA secondary structure. Bulges and interior loops in 5-S RNA secondary structure may serve as articulations for a flexible molecule.
The basic assumption in this paper is that the secondary structure of a 5-S ribosomal RNA cannot be represented by a single model. We propose that the molecule can adopt, at least within the ribosome, a series of slightly different structures of nearly equal stability. The different structures arise from the existence of ambiguous base-pairing opportunities in bulged helices and the adjacent interior loops. In eubacterial 5-S RNAs there is one such an area, in eukaryotic 5-S RNAs two such areas that can give rise to structural switches. We explain how a change in secondary structure in these areas may influence the relative orientation of the surrounding helices, in other words how bulges and interior loops may serve as articulations and give rise to a flexible tertiary structure.